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Scott's
THE ROOMMATE
GALLERY

Records
"For the Collecloru

Non-Smoker?
Vegetarian?
Let us find you a
con1 patable room mate

Prices
610 Truman N·E·

Student Discount 40%

V4 block north of Lomas

323 Wyo NE

Sup~r

1 block west ot San Mateo

5:30 p.m.·8:30 p.m.

266-5959

Barry•s Electronic

Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265·0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
WQ repair stereos 1 tv's~ tapes, and
also have~leetronJc parts In stock.

Campus Bicycle and Moped (Behind Okies)
Sekai, Fuji, Azuki

3,5,10 Speeds

Visa,
MC

DISCOUNT PRICES
All Mopeds- 5% above cost
1718 Central SE
243-9630

Mon.·Sat. 9-

Ne\N Mexico
Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me•lco
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !'>
For Sale; 6, Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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College Studies
Got You Down?
])em 't Throw It A II A way ....
Join the empl()yables in as
~ ttle a> 6 months!
Y1111 mrnplt•lt•U t'OIIl'L::C ~·uurw.~ t'Uil ;.tpply
\(t\\urd jOn lr.Jiniu~. ·\SD lllt'n• i~ Jmlatkuf

JOBS fur lhmt· With ~kill, Emplo_\'N~ kmll\ lhi~
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• (}ffll't' Sjx·ciul i\l'
• &·t·n·turial
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63 Brisk
64 Tick off
66 Of kidneys
67 Diamond
complement
68 Grafted:
Her.
69 Ships' bottoms
70 Again
71 Old autos
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DOWN
1 Orders
2 Firth
3 Metric unit
4 Instruments
5 Bedlam
6 Fighter pilots
7 Tries
8 Crime
9 Scoot
10 Performer:
Fr.
11 Bulrush
12 Okla. and
Ohio communities
13- egg
18 Expressing
. purpose
22- session
24 Hitch

By S. MONTOYA

221 San Pedro NE
266-7851
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Friday's Puzzle Solved:
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47 Cornrnand
giver
49 SL Lo season
52 Battlefield
53 Early Soviet
premier
55 Silly
56- voce
57 Corners
58- Ages
59 General
Robert
60 Queue
61 Sand65 Sea gull

The sexual assault of a female
student in the Zuni portion of
H okona Hnll on Oct. 16 has
prompted the Hokona resident
director to enforce security
measures "stringently."
In a memorandum sent to

i:ukvna

I

27 Snare
29 Asian country
30 Harmony
31 Winds up
32 Monster's
loch
33 Single time
34 Rent
35 Biblical
judge
36 Spanish
gentlemen
40 Favorites
43 ~ meeting
44 Whines
46 Desist

~
{

!

JC~iU~:ub

la.&t week,

resident director Malcolm Mon. tgornery cited the allowance of
unescorted persons as a prirne
factor in the incident.
A portion of that merna reads,
"The offender entered the wing
because of a resident permitting
him to en tel' unesconed.''
A man, not a UNM student,
entered the living quarters of
Hokona, knocked on the girl's door
and idcnti ficd himscl f as sorrocone
she knew. When she opened the

Program
nears end
By ERIN ROSS
UNM's College of Nursing,
recently lauded for efforts in attracting minority students, may fose
a $97 ,225-a-year program aimed at
recruiting and retaining such
students.
The HEW-funded prograrro
entitled "Nursing Development: A
Program for Minority Students" is
in the last year of its five•year
authorization, said program
director Lorraine Valdez.
Valdez, whose program has been
applauded by University administrators for increasing minority
enrollment, said she is not optimistic about future funding of the
prograrro.
"There is a five-year limit on
special projects like this," she said.
"If we subrroit another prograrro just
like. ,this to HEW we won't get
fund~d.''

EncloSP.d $ --~ PlaCed bV--~~-Telephone

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

A display of rattlesnakes
and rodents is being shown
in the biology building
greenhouse.

Rules enforced

"It's the PAHKS EXPEIUENCl~
thats gets jobs.··
Starts Sept. 25

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Exchequer
5 Facts
9 Belial
14 Preposition
15 Refrigerator
16 Roughhewn
17 Vigilance
19 Book of
maps
20 Coated
rnelal
21 Most violent
23 Toughens
25 Ginger-:
Pl.
26 Shade
28Small
32 Unafraid: 2
words
37 R;lce again
38 Compass pt.
39 Dance
41 Conjunction
42 Blemishes
45 Strobiles: 2
words
48 Unruffled
50 Agent: Suffix
51- statistics
54 Cruel one
58 Saved
62 Mister: Sp.

L
I

nake
show

Valdez said she plans to submit
another application to HEW
"using a different name or a different slant. They may just go for
that," she said.
Another possibility for continuei:l
fuilding of the project would be. for
the New Mexico State Legislature
to pick up funding for the program,
said Valdez.
t:olitlrh.ied on p·age 5

door, the rroan sexually assaulted
her, said Karen Glaser, dean of
student affairs.
Montgomery said in the rroerno
violators of the regulations will be
placed on residence hall probation

By HILL ROilERTSON
Four UNM biology professors are beginning the
second year of a comprehensive biological survey of
the land targeted for the radioactive Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WJ PP) east of Carlsbad.
Professors William Martin, Gordon Johnson, Doug
Caldwell and David Ligon, together with specialists
frorro three other southwest universities, have been
commissioned by Sandia Corporation to chart a map
of the life forms found in the pilot area,
The data is being used to help formulate an environmental impact statement concerning the possible
storage of nuclear wastes and its potential effects on
these life systerros.
Caldwell, who is examining the potential impact of
waste decomposition on natural nutrient cycles al the
site, said a Texas consulting firm, Southwestern
Research Institute, will write the irnpact statement.
The research project is being organized and
financed by Sandia Corporation. Other universities
represented include Texas Tech, Eastern New Mexico
and New Mexico State,
Johnson, whose phase of the project involves a
study of the relationships between plant life and water
in the area, said a complete inventory of fill organisms,
including micro-organisms, was being taken.
"We're also doing a complete study of the Pecos
River," he said, "which is conceivably where any
seepage will go.
"It's thought that if any seepage occurs soon, it'll
be in about 5,000 years.''
UNM's investigators began field work at the site

about one year ago, with gnonts from Sandia totaling
approxirnntely $100,000. Recently renewed, the
project is expected to continue until the early part of
the 1980's, at which time a monitoring program will

commcnc~.

Marlin, who is conducting studies of the flora and
vegetation indigenous to the area and transferred from
other places, said no endangered species has yet been
found.
"lt's highly unlikely that we'll turn up any endangered species of pl~nt life," be s~id, "especially in
the central area where the wastes will probably he
stored. The habitat of this central point, that is, a
stabilized dune area, is fmond in many other places in
the state.''
The proposed WI PI' site is located in a region that is
the northern extension of the Chihuahan Desert,
which is primarily situated in north-central Mexico.
"It's a large area," Martin said. "Many of the
species we're finding are duplicated elsewhere."
Ligon is performing a detailed study of the bird
types of the area. "We're taking a month-by-rroonth
census of all the habitat types found in the area," he
said. "We're also looking at game birds., including
morning doves, and their eating habits."
The four principal investigators, working with the
help of graduate students and often visiting the site
two or three times a month, have recently compiled a
first-year report based o.n their studies. The test,
Martin's component of which itself amounts to 424
pages, is currently being revised and is expected to be
released early next year.

!continued on page Jl
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Witches,
pumpkins
mark day
By DEBBIE LEVY
Ghosts, witches and goblins were
rroerged with purropkins and apple·
bobbing to produce the festival of
Halloween.
Halloween, as we know it today,
has gone through many dramatic
changes since its beginnings in
ancient Britain and Gaul.
Halloween,
which
rroeans,
hallowed or holy evening,
originated with All Saints Day,
which was first designated by the
Roman Catholic Church in the 700s
A.D. That holy day honored all
saints; the spirits of the dead saints
supposedly roarroed the countryside
the night before.
The Druids had an autumn
festival during which they feasted
on all the foods that had been
grown over the summeL The
custom of using pumpkins, cornstalks and leaves as Halloween
decorations canoes from this Druid
celebration.
It was not long before the old
Druid custorros and the Catholic
feast day were combined into the
Halloween festival.
Many superstitions are connected
with the now-spooky holiday.
There is an Irish tale about the
origin of jack-o'-lanterns. It is
related that a rnan narroed Jack was
not admitted into heaven because
he had been a miser on earth. He
could not enter hell becl]Use he had
played practical jokes on the devil.
So he was doorroed to walk the earth
with his lantern until Judgment
Day.
According to the occult,
Halloween is a time (or magical
ceremonies. Sociologist Gilbert
Merkx said there are at least three
lcorith;uod on page 31
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Ghostly
Lobo

According to superstition, Witches, goblins and ghosts are
to walk the earth tonight. Halloween originated as a combination of ancient Druid festivals and a Catholic feast day.
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Israelis to build 400 new units
(tJI'I). htacl annotltlC'Cd Monday it will build 400
hou\ing
unit;
in
oc<:upicd
Arab
tcrritoric~anothen·xpmJ;ionht program that almo\1 shattered the
Middle hi' I pca<:c talks. hrad nho dcddcd to ask the United
State; lor n1<1rc oHmcy for abandoning the Sinai settlements.
De11nte tiJC ttnrcsolvctl nnd fundamental disagreement
owr the luture oJ" Jcwhh \Cttlcments in the West Bank,
lsrncli l·orei(!,n Minister Mmhe Duyun said in Washington
alkr tnlks with Senetary of' State Cyru1 Vance Monday that
"we made !(ood progre" on very important [;sues conCl,rning the text of a peace treaty."
Dayan said "nothing was dhcussed abo<Jtthe settlements"
during l1is 85-minutc tnlk wi1h Vance and that "as far u.s .I
am ~oncerned, the settlements are a blessing and not an
olv<ttade. ,.,

Th.c decision of the Israeli cabinet last week to increase the
size of its setllcments in the West Bank and Gaza Strip
angered President Carter and Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat. Sadat almost withdrew his peace negotiators from
Washington but changed his mind after a telephone call
from Carter.
Dayan's meeting with Vance was preceded by Egyptian
and Israeli experts who arrived carrying several bundles of
maps and plastic overlays, apparently showing the
dcmilitari7.cd wners and the extent of the phased Israeli
withdrawal from the Sinai,
Vance was to meet with the Egyptian delegation this afternoon.

The informal session was held at Egypt's initiative despite
a suspension in the formal talks called by (he United States
nending receipt by Carter of a letter from Prime Minister

Menachem Begin explainmg Israel's decision to expand its
settlements.
In Jerusalem the World Zionist organization, which helps
carry out government settlement policy, released the details
of the planned expansion to the national radio and said it
will need an additional $16 mjl!ion to pay for it. The expansion plans were in line with last week's cabinet decison.
Settlements will be enlarged in the occupied West Bank of
Jordan, the Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights of Syria, the
head of the organizations settlement department, Shimon
Ravid, told the radio.
Details of the planned expansion and news that Israel has
asked Washington to pay millions of dollars to compensate
for the loss of its 14 farming settlements in Sinai and the
relocation of residents there came after a secret five-hour
session of the c~hinet.
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Parties agree to resutne talks
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Israel
and Egypt agreed Monday to
resume formal., face-to-face peace
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talks for the first time in a week and
a half. Israel's chief negotiator
predicted approval of a treaty "in a
very shorl time."
Butros Ghali, Egypt's acting
foreign minister, announced the
reopening of the formal talks after
a "very constructive and positive"
meeting with Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance.
The last time the three delegation
heads met together formally was 10
days ago-a session thai resulted in
Ghali sa.id the chief U.S.
Egyptian and Israeli negotiators
would resume t!Jcir formal meetings
at II a.m. EDT Tuesday in Blair
House-a step considered necessary
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the probation officer, who had
counseled him in the past, was "a
call for help" invoking his Fifth
Amendment privilege against sci f.
incrimination just as surely as
though he had asked for a lawyer.
The confession he subsequently
gave police thus was ruled invalid,
even though he had been informed
he had a right to have a lawyer and
to remain silent, and that anything
he said could be used against him.
The nation's highest court, back
in public session Monday following
a two-week break, also a~reed to

Protesters killed
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George Sherman, a state
department official acting as the
conference spokesman, said, "I
wouldn't disagree with the foreign
minister's assessment."

l

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Thc
Supreme Court agreed Monday to
take up a California case that gives
it an opportunity to expand or limit
the 1966 Miranda decision outlining
the rights of suspects in police
custody.
At issue, specifically, is a ruling
by California's lop court that police
should not have questioned a 16year-old murder suspect after he
asked to contact his probation
officer.
The California Supreme Court
said the youth's request to contact

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
'!about n technical position ~fter gra.dU<lt;o•n,
about this. tow mnil.y companies can offer you a rtucl.ear
submarine to operate? The· anSWE.!r ls none. Equi.ptrtent like
lhis is available only in the Navy.
The Navy operates over half lhe nuclear rcaetors in
Ametica. So our training ls the most comprehensive.
As a commissioned Nuclear Propulsion Officer·,vho has successfully completed a year of nucle:ar training; you'll recclva
a $3,000 bonus. Plus a top s11lnry and responsibility for
advanced technical l!qUipment.
Uyou-'rc majoring In engineering, muth or the· physical sci~
ences, f\nd-uuL about lhc Nuclear Navy. Contact.:

"I still think it is feasible and
attainable and we can get it in a
very short time," he said at the end
of the second of the day's two U.S.lsraeli negotiation sessions.

Court to hear ne11V cases

TEHRAN, Iran (UPI)-Security
police killed II anti-government
demonstrators in western Iran
Monday and wildcat strikes by
petroleum workers disrupted Iran's
$20 billion a year oil industry.
The troubled nation underwent
its third cabinet reshuffle in two
months.
. Security
units
killed
II
demonstrators in What appeared to
be a major oubreak of anti·
government activity in the town of
Paveh, 23 miles from the Iraqi
border in western Iran, radio
·reports said.
Police used tear gas on protesters
it1 Sanandaj, east of Paveh, and
several other towns, the radio
reports said, but they gave no
details.
Worsening wildcat strikes bv

277-5656

Dayan, head of Israeli's
negotiating team at the Americanmediated pe&ce conference with
Egypt, said, "! sec no obstacles,
really, in getting an agreement."

World News

Now nude.- nc1-v o1-vnc••sldtl·
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concerning the text of the peace
treaty."
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('omc in and h·y 011r dclieh•us Stnned
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for final approval of a treaty.
the announcement of tentative
agreement on the text of a peace
treaty.
But the Egyptian and Israeli
governments, which have to endorse the text for final approval,
later insisted on changes in the·
sensitive preamble to the treaty,
The major issue to be resolved
appeared to be the delicate wording
of the preamble's reference to the
future of the occupied West Bank
andGazaStrip.
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan, who met with Vance before
the Egyptians, also reported "good
progress on verv important issues
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petroleum workers disrupted Iran's
crucial $20-billion-a-year oi! industry and shut down a crosscountry natUral gas pipeline to the
Soviet Union.
It was the first strike of its kind in
Iran's oil industry.

Shah Muhammad Reza Pahlavi
received Prime Minister Jaa far
Sharif-Emami in a palace audience
Monday and accepted a third
cabinet reshuffle in two months.
Justice Minister Mohammad
Baheri was replaced by Hosscin
Najafi and Mustafa Paydar became
the new minister of state for
executive
affairs,
rcplacit1g
Manouehehr Azoun.
Two cabinet members recently
resigned from the two-month·old
government, one reportedly in a
dispute over unrest at the
universities.
Another day of anti-shah
den,vilstrations in Tehran passed
peacefully, radio reports said, as
authorities withdrew tanks and
arinored cars from the capital and
opened the universities to
thousands of youths.
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review two other cases involving
young people:
-It will examine the constitutionality of a Massachusetts
law that required unwed girls under
age IS to get approval from their
parents or from a judge before
having an abortion.
-A U.S. District Court panel
has knocked down the Jaw,
although it is somewhat more
flexible than a tlat parental "veto''
in Missouri which the Supreme
Court ruled unconsliwtional in
1976.
-It granted a hearing to Texas,
which is appealing a U.S. District
Court ruling striking down parts of
its child abuse law.
The lower court said some Texas
procedures did not do enough to
protect the right of parents whose
children arc ~ei7ed,

Russians
to descend
MOSCOW (UP!)-ihe two
Soviet cosmonauts aboard the
Salyut 6 space station Monday
prepared for their return to the
Earth's relentless gravity, completing a record 4
months in the
weightlessness of space.
The official Tass new agency said
Soyuz 29 cosmonauts Vladimir
Kovalcnok and Alexander I vanchcnkov were feeling filic and all
systems aboard the Salyut-Soyuz
complex 'vere fuhctioniltg norJimlly.
They were expected to complete
the process of mothballing the
highly successful Salytil space lab
and reactivating the Soyuz 31
capsule and relllrn to Earth within a
few days,
Kovaknok and lvanchenkov,
Whose mls~ion in space began June
15, have been in orbit 137 days a11d
established a new world record for
space cndui'attce.
The Soviet news agency said
Monday the it1crcased lenglh of
S]lace niissiOJiS was forcing exJmnsion of medical suppOI'l and
backup l'or the cosmotJattts,
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Lobos win
debating
honors
Ry DAN RAMCZYK
The UNM Debate and Speech
Team won several honors this past
weekend at the Pikes Peak
Tournament at Colora.do Springs.
In the individual events division,
Leslie Whited, a sophomore, made
semi-finals in expository speaking,
Melanic Carver, a senior majoring
in speech communications, was a
I inalist in persuasive speaking,
Carver's speech dealt with infant
deaths in underdeveloped countries
caused by manufactured infant
formula.
The UNM Debating Lobos
junior team of King-Hampton
finished the eight round tournament with a 4-4 record. The
senior team of Vitagliano-Whiled
completed the tournament with a 53 record, which enabled them to
advance to the octa-final round
where they defeated the University
of Southern California. In the
quarter-finals round, UNM was
downed by Arizona.
This weekend, under the
direction of Dr. Dan DeStephens
and Assistant Debate Coach Mike
Midgely, the University will host
the UNM Invitational. DeStephens
said that teams from Arizona,
Utah,
Wyoming,
Kansas,
Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado and
California will a.ttend. The tournament will be on Saturday and
Sunday in Mitchell Hall.
This weekend, debaters will be
debating two topics: "Resolved:
That the federal government should
guarantee full employment op·
portunities to American citizens"
and "Resolved: That the advancement of human rights is
desirable." Individual events will
al;o be offered to competitors.
Events will include informative and
persuasive speaking, prose and
dramatic interpretation and extemporaneous speaking.
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.Ghosts

continued fr~m page 1

witch covens in Albuquerque, but
little is divulged about them. It is
known, however, that they schedule
special
religious
rites
for
Halloween, Merkx said.
In American colo.nial days,
Halloween was a lime for playing
harmless pranks. But in later years,
children as well as adults played
pranks that were less then harmless.
Children broke windows and
damaged other properly.
In 1938, Halloween acquired a
new frightening twist with Orson
Welles' rendition of H. G. Wells'
1898 science fiction thriller War of
the Worlds over national radio.
Although announcements about the
fictitious nature of the program
were made before and periodically
during the broadcast, in which it
was reponed that Martians had
landed at Orovers Mill, N.J., many
listeners either did not hear the
disclaimers or Were too frightened
to heed them. As a result, War oj
the Wotlds shook the nation. It has
become a rather dubious American
Halloween tradition.
In the 1960s', trick-or-treating
took a bizarre turn for the worst.
There were well-publicized in"
tiilents of people putting razor
blades or drugs in traditional apple
treats. While such incidents were
isolated throughout the country,
news of them spread like wildtire
and they caused a hysterical
reaction among parents.
These dangerous Halloween
pranks touched on a fundamental
setise of anxiety in American
society.
"People still make jokes about
il," said sociology Professor
Oilbcrl Merkx. "There have been
no incidents .in recent years to my
knowledge, but people are still
afraid."
·

.Hokona
or evicted from campus housing,
depending on the circumstances.
Daryl Reckaway, president of
Hokona Hall, opposes the en·
dorsement of regulations. He said,
"Carol Stimpter and I will be
working closely to develop a
committee to try and change these
regulati_ons. l think we should toss
them out."
Carol Sumpter was recently
elected an ASU NM Senator.
Asked about security infractions
in the all-male Coronado Hall, Paul
Wood, resident director, said, "I
don't foresee any women coming
into our hall and attacking a man.
There is a sufficient amount of

About people

continued from page 1

security here."
Mary Leach, resident director of
all-female Santa Ana Hall, said,
"Security here is super. The only
thing that is lacking is locks on
some bathroom doors and those
have been on order for quite a
while.
"The only thing that makes a
building secure is the people that
live in it."
The incident is now being investigated by campus police. Berry
Cox, director of campus police,
said, "Rape is almost unheard of
on campus. I would support any
reasonable restrictions that would
be inslituted at Hokona."

BEF recommends
satellite financing
The Board of Eduealinal Finance Friday recognized the Eastern
Valencia County satellite in Belen as an off-campus educational center and
recommended it be funded for approximately $80,000, said UNM Provost
McAllister Hull.
Hull presented a report on the satellite to the board at the Las Vegas
meeting last week.
The funding will be based on the usual formula of student enrollment
and credit hours. Howeve(, since spring enrollment cannot be accurately
projected for the satellite (funding is usually based on both fall and spring
semesters) because it is so new, the funding is being based on a double fall
enrollment, he said,
Hull said there are usually fewer students enrolled for the spring
semester, This will probably not be the case in Belen because people in the
area are becoming progressively more aware of the center, Hull said.
Spring enrollment at the satellite is expected to exceed the fall enrollment,
the provost said.

Punk suicide watch
NEW YORK (UP I)-A judge Monday ordered a 24-bour suicide watdJ
for British punk rocker Sid Vicious, clJl1rged with stabbing his girl friend to
death in New York's fading landmark Chelsea Hotel.
Justice Leon Becker ordered the surveillance after postponing a
prclilllinary hearing on the charges until Nov. 21,
Vicious, 21, has been in llellevuc Hospital since he slashed hi.; right
forearm Oct. 23 while free in $50,000 bail and sharing a hotel mom with
his mol her.
His lawyer told the co<Jrl Monday that Vicious may be rnoved to a
private IJospital pending the hearing, but did not give the name of the
hospital.
Vicio<Js, whose real name is John Simon Ritchie, is r:hargcd with the
stabbing death of his girlfriend, Nancy Spungen, Oct. 12 in their $35-anight room at the Chelsea, which caters to artists and would-be artists.

Spinks has car trouble
Elyria, Ohio (UPI)-Some-only some-or the car troubles of former
heavyweight boxing champion Leon Spinks during his search in the
Cleveland area for a training camp sile were finally worked out Monday.
Judge James Horn gave a one-week delay on charges that Spinks, 25,
failed to control a .car by driving a Corvette through a fence OcL 21 so his
lawyers, who are from Detroit, can prepare a de tense.
A few hours before that, Spinks learned that East Cleveland police
found his stolen 1978 Cadillac, The caddy, found a few miles from where it
was stolen three weeks ago, was missing its hubcaps, radio and tape player,
and the sun roof and steering column were damaged.
Spinks had the fence accident with the Corvette while looking for
possible training camp property in the Elyria area. The car went off the
highway, police said, and while Spinks and passenger Marvin Woolford
escaped injury, the car wa_s damaged.
Spinks reportedly had another driving problem in Elyria Saturday night,
a minor collision involving his Corvette again. No injuries reported, but
the 'Vette took another beating.
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The Kiva Club is sponsoring a
Halloween Party for children at the
Native American Studies Center
beginning at 5:30p.m. loday.It ls a
costume party and prizes will be
given to children.

Larry Bell, an internationlly
exhibited sculptor from Taos, will
give an illustrated public talk on his
work, which frequently involves
light trat1smissions through glass
panes. The talk will be tonight at 8
in Room 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center. Admission is free.

La Puerta De Los Ninos is
holding a Wee Tot'S Halloween
Fest today from 5:30 to 8:30 at the
First Unitarian Church.

A representative rrom IBM Will
be holding group information
sessions Wednesday to discuss
career opportunities for freshmen,
sophomores and juniors. The group
meetings will be held at 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in Mesa Vista Hall, Room
1178. Sign up for the sessiorts at
Career Services.

JJiue Key will meet Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. in the Journalism
Building reading room on the
second tloor.

Amnesty lnternaiional is having
a meeting Wednesday night at 7 at

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

The Association for Women in
Science invites all undergraduate
and graduate science students to
meet in Room 134 of the Honors
center on Wednesday from noon to
L The speaker will be Marianne
Granoff, a computer scientist with
digital Equipment Corporation.

r

Marron Hall, room 105
)

I

NMI'IRG and VIDSTA operate

a tenant-landlord answering service
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 9 to noon and on Tuesday and
Thursday from I lo4 p.m.

Kappa Omicron Phi, the Home
Economics Honor Society, and the
Home Economics Club at YNM are
selling fruitcakes to raise funds for
scholarships. Fruitcakes may be
reserved by calling 277-4049 or may
be purchased at the Home
Economics Building Monday
through Friday from noon to I and
from
4;30
to
5:30 until
Thanksgiving.
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the more you prosper, the more
you have to protect.
And the more you need reliable
counsel. Person to person.

Rudy Harper
Solar One, Suite 700
2625 Pennsylvania NE
293·6792
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Skydiver recalls first jump
n~·

The smallest member of the
UNM Skydiving Club made her
first jump Sunday, from 3,000 feet,
and
said,
"It's
hard
lo
describe ... like being sucked right
into the earth."
Five-foot-one-inch Carol Vestal,
19, called "Peewee'' by some club
members, jumped out of a Cessna180, landing about 500 yards north
of the jump site, the Icarus
Parachute Club site in Valencia
County. Vestal said she decided to
try skydiving after watching
"Wings," a film about skydiving,
and then talld11g to the treasurer of
the Skydiving Club.
The 103-pound sophomore went
through more than seven hours of
training the day before l1er jump.
"lt was exhausting, but fun," she
said. She recalled three sayings she
had learned during training.
"Don't trust anyone but yourself,'
meaning check your parachute;
'When in doubt, whip it out,'
talking about the reserve chute; and
'He who hesitates inherits the

Editorial

Satellite funds
Tho Boord of Educational Finance recommended the F.astern
Valnncio County satellite for funding last week at their meeting in
Las Venus. Because they determined funding, they have also
ilcknowlndged the satellite as an off·campus educational center, a
recounition it deserves.
According to some University ndministrators who attended the
BEF meeting, there was little discussion about the Belen satellite.
Provost McAllister Hull presented a report on the satellite, and there
were few comments or questions and little time devoted to the
topic. But the important thing is, the center was recommended for
funding.
UNM administrators are periodically disgruntled with the board,
and the feeling is usually justified. fn this case, however, the board
acted swiftly and benevolently.
The Eastern Valencia County satellite, which serves the rural
population of that county, is important and well-received by county
residents. There was some question about the future of the center
because the budget is very tight. If the center is to continue to serve
the residents of Belen and surrounding areas, it will need proper
funding. The satellite is an attempt to bring education to those who
cannot come to the main UNM campus; those people want and
deserve the satellite.
We commend the B()ard of Educational Finance for their prompt
decision.

'
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Review fallacies
By Juan Jose Pena
The LOBO of Oct. 24 carried a number of articles concerning the
number of Chicano students on campus as compared to the percentage of the state's population, the number of students and
percentage as compared to other universities inside and outside of
the state. There are a number of fallacies and misleading
justifications which need to be critically reviewed. First of all, the
most recent surveys show the Chicano population in New Mexico to
be 42 per cent, and considering the undercount, this is probably
closer to 47 per cent, in view of the fact that 52 per cent of the
children In school in New Mexico are Chicanos. The native American
population numbers about 10-12 per cent with about a 2 per cent
black population, giving the state around 60 per cent "minority"
population.
For a major state supported instution, a student population of only
23 per cent Chicanos (as opposed to a 47 per cent of the state's
population}, is pitiful and needs to be corrected with all possible
speed, especially in view of the fact that Chicano graduate and
faculty percentages are even worse. What needs to be done is for
the legislature to appropriate a level of funding to provide
scholarships to a number of the state's minority residents which
would bring the number of minority students up to the level of the
percentages of the state's population which we comprise for all the
universities in the state.
Insofar as the composition of the faculty, a program should be
established at the undergraduate level to identify Chicanos, Natfve
Americans and blacks in the highest numbers possible and assist
them in preparing themselves for graduation at the doctoral level
with academic and financial assistance which would be adequate to
support a family, as Chicanos, for the most part, have heavy nuclear
and extended family responsibilities which Anglos do not generally
have. We also generally have to overcome the obstacles of poverty
which cut into the time and conditions available for a minority
student to study, and allowances need to be made for the fact that
in many cases minority students are involved in an individual or
group struggle against prevailing discriminatory conditions which
further hinder their academicwork and do not allow for a Chicano to
involve himself "full time" in education as most Anglos are able to
do.
Clearly, in view of the role education plays in one's ability to
function in a complex society, to do anything less would be to
condemn Chicanos to a perpetual second-class status and exclude
us. from equality in the social, economic and political arenas and
place us in an ever more marginalized pauper class. It is also evident
that as the educational gap were closed under such a program a
policy of hiring would have to be instituted to bring the Chicano up
to the level we should be at in relation to our numbers in the state.
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Letters

General proposals
Editor;
It appears that Mr. Cohen's proposals have sparked a great deal of
interest, at least by the LOBO and two front page spreads).
However, I think it is time that another set of facts be brought to
light and some serious objections raised concerning the recent
actions of Mr. Cohen.
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Certainly few graduate students would raise any serious objections to having a greater control over the wages of teaching
assistants, voting members on the Board of Regents or establishing
a stronger alliance with the faculty. These are all quite noble and
worthy goals. It is the actions that Mr. Cohen has undertaken to
achieve these goals that are objectionable. I have found them to be
irresponsible and reactionary.

'

In October, Mr. Cohen presented three separate proposals to the
GSA Council. During his soliloquy which preempted the formal
voting on the proposals he made innumerable references to,
"Although this is what I'm presenting my real goal is something
else." His specific proposals were fraught with generalities and nondescript references to complaints against "certain departments"
within the University. When specifically approached as to - What
departments? What specific complaints?, and What •specific
recommendations was he making to the Council?, he was unable to
adequately answer any of the questions. Furthermore, his source
that led him to refer to the "possible collapse of assistantships within
the English department" now seems to be at best questionable. All
of Mr. Cohen's proposals were defeated overwhelmingly, not
because of any major objections to his goals per se but because he
failed to supply a detailed and informed proposal.

I commend the action of the GSA Council and the motivation
?isplayed by Mr. Cohen. However, the actions taken by Mr. Cohen
m recent weeks I find to be objectionable. To What extent has he
sought co-operation by the GSA and/or the UniverSity administtation to achieve his objectives? It appears that he has elected
to opt for sensationalism as his primary manifesto. To what extent
has he polled the graduate student body to get their feelings on his
proposals before taking any specific action on them? Has he
forgotten that his opinion only represents 0.03 per cent of the entire
graduate student body? Under what aUthority is he approaching the
gubernatorial candidates on an issue that may have direct influence
on not only the U ~M graduate and undergraduate student body but
on every student m the state of New Mexico? I think Mr. Cohen
should first seek the answers to these specific questions before he
continues his quest. Without them he will probably only succeed in
alienating the administration, GSA and the student body.

I hop7 r;'1r. Go hen will continue to :work for the graduate student
body• .His mdustry and perseverance 1s most exemplary. However a
sine quo non of this wish is that he acts in a responsible and informed manner.
Michael J. Daley, Graduate Student
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.. Nursing

parachute, llrnm1.int< her. "But 1
just put my weight on my back und
'lopped the drag!\il1)l," sll<.' "lid.
One ol the p<nadmtist' asked het
il' she wa~ r~ady !'or her .,eJ..:ond
jumr. "Oil ) cah," 'he 'aid. "J n ;1
~ouple or week,. I'll rc·nwmlx~
\\h<U l <.lid with the wind, tH1c.l 'turl
like that. It'll he a lot hcllel ."

continuud from pngo 1

"Principally we help t.tudcnts
"But on this regard I c;tn't be too
optimistic, Historically,
the , with course work, and offer a free
legislature doesn't have a good tutoring service to those who need
record of taking on federal it,' 1 hcsa.id.
programs.l'
"We also try to identify at an
Currently the program is paying early stage those studenls with
salaries of four employees, said potential future problems."
Valdez. "This includes my salary as
Gurule said he is presently
director and salaries for a retention monitoring about 62 minority
counselor, a counselor recruitor students.
and a program specialist."
Valdez said it was difficult to
Contacted about the program, find tangible evidence of the
retention counselor Felix Gurule program's success, but noted
said it was important to ~xplain to minority graduation from UNM's
any funding agency that "we are Nursing College has doubled since
not giving money away to the program began.
students."
earth."'
"Prior to the program only
"It is a support program for
While waiting for the airplane to
about one Native-American was
students,"
he
said.
"We
minority
land so that she could board, and
graduated about every other year,
after putting on about 50 pounds of help students stay in school who and only five to six Chicano
equipment, Vestal was quiet. "It's may have poor science or high students were graduated each year.
the calm before the storm," she school backgrounds."
said.
After her landing, Vestal talked
about being in the plane, her jump
and her landing. She said, "The
countryside looked so unreal, and I
didn't think I would be able to get
out of the plane. The wind was
whipping so hard."
CHADWICK PHOTO
After opening the parachute, she
Carol Vestal describes her first parachute jump " .. .like was blown north by the wind. "I
being sucked right into the earth. "
couldn't really tell how far up I

llear It! lttar It!

Last Chance
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Tinkling bell music
to be pres-ented
A tintinnabulum is a small,
tinkling bell. A musical production
by that name will be presented at
8:15 tonight in Ketler Hall in the
Fine Arts Center. ihe public is
invited, there is no admission
charge.
"Tintinnabulum" is the name of
a quartet featuring a range of
percussion instruments to include
tympani, tom" toms, tam-tams, base
and snare drums, marimbas,
vibraphone, glockenspiel, chimes
and a small, tinkling bell.
The quartet is composed of
faculty members Daren Ervin of
California State University at
Northridge; Marj Holmgren of
Northern Arizona University;
David Johnson, formerly of the
faculties of Northern Illinois
University and the California
Institute of the Arts and Donald
Knaack, a former faculty member

1!01

was. I forgot which way to face,
somehow, I got confused. I hr.arc.l
the yelling. (J'rom person' on the
ground) to turn the canor)'." By
pulling. on the toggle lines, the
skydiver can turn himsclr and the
rmrachutc.
Arter she landed, 'he said, one or
the line> wrapped around one of lwr
fec>t, and the wind blew into the

NMPIRG

of the State University of New York
at Buffalo.
The program will include music
by John Gage, Daniel Kessner,
Michael Udow, Walter Gajewski,
Tom Busch and Knaack.
consisting of music on tape, on
and by the quartet.

m.:n

A collage will be presented,
UNM music lecturer, Robyn
Schul~oski-Newton, said the group
presents many experimental percussion forms as well as selections
from standard literature. She also
said to "listen, closely, and you
might evenhearthat small bell."

Nurses and religion
topic of a new course
How nurses can meet the religious, spiritual and medical needs of
patients is the focus of a: new course taught at the UNM College of Nursing.
" 'Religious Beliefs in Health Care,' gives nursing students a. brief
outline of the major religions and how religious beliefs affect health and
illness,'' said Patricia Palmer, assistant professor of nursing.
"The course is designed to sensitize the students to differences in beliefs,
It gives them a better perspective on knowing where the patient is coming
from," she said. "It is also important to know what our own beliefs are
and no! to manipulate patients into following our beliefs instead of their

own;"
Palmer received her B.A.S. in nursing from the University of fowa in
1966.

files open
Students seeking up to da:tc
informatiort for term papers arid
research projects will find book
shelves and files open to them at the
New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group.
Information is available on solar
energy, nuclear energy, urban
planning, envir()nment land uses,
nuclear economics, consumer issues
and po1iticaf issues. NMPIRG is
located at 13!1 Ha:rva:rd SE., otic
block south of Central. iheir office
hours arc 9 to S, Monday tltro11gh
Friday.
iloth full time and llart time
slaff are available,

Textbooks will be returned to
publishers beginning October 31
Last Chance to get 'em if you need 'em
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"l'd rather have a boule in front of me than a frontallobocomy. " Tom fVails

By ANDHEW CAHDONA

l ravelling ;everal huncJrcu miles
in a vehicle, a tired UNM
vollcyhnll squad returned home
Sunday after collecting two wins
and one lo;s in conference play.
Despite travelling under these
conditions, UNM volleyball coach
Cathy Lies said said ;he fell the
squad did a fair job.
Before the UNM spikers took to
the road last week Coach J.,ics
rcnlilcd the squad needed to win ;til
the games to qualify in the regional
con fcrcnce tournament this month
in Fl Paso.
l1 NM 's naming hopes for a spot
in the regional tournament were cut
~ramped

Fed up with
Hamburgers?

This is a story
Of a guy in glory
Whose ambition extended a bit.
His wife was a nag,
A nasty old bag,
Who figured the king for a hit.

to a spark as Northern Colorado
University defeated the Lobo's in
three muight matches, I 1-15,9-15,

The Lobo spikers are now 3-7 in
conference play and 8-10 overall.
On Nov. 4, 7, p.m. at Johnson
6-15.
Gyrn in a non-conference match the
We made a lot of passing errors UNM volteyb<tll squad will meet the
><lid l.ics. "Our blo~king was off College of Santa Fe.
and we couldn't get our offense
Lies says no team is an easy
going."
victory but feels the UNM squad
I .ics sti 11 sees a nicker of hope for should defeat the smaller college,
a berth in the conference tourA few weeks ago the Santa Fe
nament.
squad defeated the UNM JV team
The UNM coach t¢rmed the in the championship round of the
conference race "'crazy'). ,. An Santa Fe Invitational Volleyball
upset can overnight place a team in tournament.
one of the top six places."
The UNM squad needs to finish
the season in one of the top six
positions to qualify for the conference tourney.
In other volleyball action this
past weekend, the Lobo spikcrs
defeated Colorado state in four
ganJCs, 4-15, 15-13,15-1, 15-11.
With the help of Julie Rohr,
Susan Spohr and Billie Colbornc,
the Lobos came from a 1-17 deficit
to defeat CSU in the second game.
On Saturday night the Lobos
Most volunteer projects have
travelled to Laramie, Wyo., to play
trouble starting because of a lack of
the cellar team in the conference,
volunteers. But, in the case of the
the University of Wyoming.
NCAA Volunteers for Yooth at
The Lobos defeated the cowgirls
UNM, the problem right now is
in four games, 15-11, 15-12, 13-15.,
lack of clients.
15-13.
The project is sanctioned by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association and modeled after the
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
programs around the country. It
matches up athletes at UNM with
select junior high-age students in
Sleep study subJecjs aro being invUed lo
Albuquerque.
parUclpato In a sludy of two types of sleep·

Three witches they say
Had started the play
With predictions and glory galore.
MacBeth take~o back
When courage was lack
And the Lady did the nasty chore.
Kathy Marpe's voice is usually calm. She doesn't scream or jump up
and down wringing a towel in her fists.
She instructs. She points things out. She won't be seen kicking in
trash cans as she indicates disgust with a referee's decision.
Despite keeping her sanity on the basketball court, Marpe has
produced winners.
But her 1978-79 winners have something to prove.
Two years ago they finished fourth in the 14-team Intermountain
Conference. Last year they were third. There's only a couple of places
for them to go and anything else but up would be a disappointment.
Their schedule is going to be tough. Especially tough will be the first
Lobo invitational which will have Brigham Young, Baylor, and
Kansas State fighting for the tourney championship.
Defending conference champs Utah has the potential to be among
the nation's best teams. The Lobos will have to prove themselves as
good to nab the crown and bring it back to the Pit.
Flashy Jean Rostermondt is a big key. Her patented lay-up and her
smooth jump shot will gel her plenty of points, but probably her
biggest asset is her ability to get the ball to the open person. Assists arc
just as valuable as her points.
Dee and Debbie Weinreis, 6-2 and 6-3 respectively, add to the
heighth of the already speedy Lobo squad. The J.,obos are still waiting
to sec if sharp-shooting Susie Schuster will return after injuring her
knee last year and red-shirting.
Taryn Bach is looks to be the star of the future while Sharon Striker
always gives the Lobos a solld forward.
But perhaps the most important of all the Lobos is not the people
who shine in the statistics. It's leadership on the court that the Lobos
must have to take the crown away from Utah.
Cindy Fischer, with her cool, cheery manner off the court and her
aggressive play on, is the natural choice. She is one of the few
basketball players who still believes the idea of the game is to have
fun.
.
She fits right in with Marpe's coolness. But hopefully the challenge
of winning will not overcome the necessity of having fun.

Project
lacks
clients

Sleep Study

Pure Hlkory-Smoked

Subjects

Drells
Bcubeque

lng plUs.

Downtown

Subjects who have had difficulty sleep.

Featuring PowDrells
famous Bcu-8-Q
Homemake
Cobb lets & Pies
Take out or dine In
243-9594 or 243-9595
West of 3rd
on Central/downtown

lng for at least two we(lfcs. who have no ma~
jar Illness and who are nat now taking
sleOplng pllls or psychololglcal medJcatlon
are likely to bo suitable.
The study te(!Uires \"hree lntorvlews and
Includes a lull medical evaluation. There is
no cost to subJEm-ts admitted to the study.
Those who need more Information or are
Interested '" attending a screening mterVJfJW should wrile to;
Dr.JackBennelt, Oepl.
or Psychiat-ry UNM,
620 Camino deSalud Ni;,87131
or phone. Mrs. Betty B!erner

265·1711, Ext.2612, Mon. through Fri,

ASUNM&PEC
present

ARLO GUTHRIE
Special Guest

SHENANDOAH
U. of New Mexico
Popejoy Hall

Novl5 8P.M.
L

Tickets $7.00.$6.00
Reserved
Available At• All Ticketmaster

Locations, BOth Gemial stores,
Both L.P.Gooclbuys, sears in
Coronado Center, fupejOyHall
& UNM Sub BOx OffiCe

A CGsablanca
Concerts
NederlanderJINhlte

VFY sponsor Dr. Gary Ness, of
the UNM Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation,
says there . are currently more
volunteers than youngsters in the
program. He said the primary
reason is that parents or guardians
of potential clients in the target
areas arc not fully aware of the
program and its objectives.
The group is working through
counselors at Washington and
Jefferson junior highs to identify
youngsters who might benefit
through the program.
The NCAA program, started in
1975 at Stanford University, seeks
(I) to provide positive role models
for youths from broken homes who
need such figures to emulate; (2) to
improve the youngsters' self-esteem
to a point at which they feel they
are participants in the world rather
than just observers; and (3) to curb
juvenile delinquency.
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KathyMarpe

ANXIOUS
FOR

c'

Cindy Fischer

With Duncan did in
The newest king pin
Was our MacBeth parked on the throne.
Duncan did not rest
With his bloody mess
He made sure Mac wasn't alone,
Then in came MacDuff,
Who was not a bluff,
With the woods and the trees and such.
Bein' not from a dame
He put out the flame
Of MacBeth who was worried too much.
The moral you see
With a she and he
Who have to expand their space,
Don't take to a knife
Just shut up the wife
Join a union and picket the place.

"Nashville"

Stott Harmoll, representative of Rossignal, pre·
sents the breathtaking
movie "The Cross·
Country Experience"
featuring Olympic Silver
Medal Winner, Bill Koch

The VNM-Utah football game witl be on ABC regional television this
weekend, but four-year veteran Keith Ellis will not be among those
present.
. LINM football coach Bill Mond!, at the weekly press luncheon, said Ellis
\VIII undergo knee surgery because of a collision he had with quarterback
Brad Wright. Both Ellis and Wright w~re following blocking assignments
during the VTEP game last weekend and Ellis ended up with his injury.
People in Montano, Idaho, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico and El Paso
will be able to see Mondt's'Lobos as they take on the4-2 Vtes in Salt Lake
City Saturday beginrti rtg at2: 10 p.m.
"We've got to beat Utah," Mondt said, "There's no question about
that."
Utah is 13th in the rtation in scoring, averagingabout29 points a conlest, Quarterback Randy Gomez has completed over half of his passes in
143 attempts.
Th.ey also boast one of !he nation's leading punters with Rick Partridge
bootmg the ball an average of 44,8 yards a kick.
Before h_is injury, Ellis ~ad caught a 58·Yard touchdown pass to help
beat the Mmers. Mondt said, "We will miss Keith He's a senior, a leader
and a real key player,"

Thor., Nov. 2
7:30p.m.
No admission fee

Production
2320
Central
Ave. S.E.
268-4876
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By ANNA I'OOLF.
In between the trick or treaters
try to caleb "Stranger in Our
House" on channel 4 at 8 p.m,
because the movie is made from a
book written by Lois Arquette,
journalism instructor at UNM.
Arquette, who writes under the
pen name of Lois Duncan, wrote
"Summer of Fear," which is the
basis of tonight's movie starring
Linda Blair.
Arquel(c, whose daughter,
Kerry, h,as a speaking part in
tonight's movie, orginally set the
book in Albuquerque with the
father
working
at
Sandia
Laboratories, the son attending
UNM and the daughter attending
Highland High School. The movie
is set in California.
Besides changes in locale,
Arquette said the dog has been
changed to a horse "because Linda
Blair likes horses.'.' 'This change,
Arquette said, alters "the whole
flavor. It's now very rural."
Arquette visited the set during
filming last summer. She said "It
was a supreme ego trip to gel introduced to people that I created.
There is a scene where they have to

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

IliTA'S QUU4T 'N SElVIN'G
CENTER
1606 Ceul-ral Ave.

S.n.

(aeJ•O§.'!i rronl Galles)

Quilt Making Cla.sses:

Lecture; Professor John Cawelti on
"Irony, Burlesque, and Parody in
Recent American Films,'' 3:30
p.m., Woodward Hall Room 149.
Free. Third in the American Studies
Lectures Series.
Slide show; Sculptor Larry Bell
talking about his works, 8 p.m.,
Fine Arts CentcrRoom 2018. Free.

B•~giuuinJ,~. Iuter111ediate & Advanced

and

Cbilch•en.

Limited

243-1452
Op"u Sllllday -Tbu.-sday
9:30a.m. ·6:00p.m.
Closed Saturdays

Wednesday, November 1
Film; Direct Film Autobiography
II, featuring "Film Portrait" by
Jerome Hill, 8 p.m., SUB Theater.
Admission charge.
Concert; David Burge, pianist, 8:15
p.m., Keller Hall. Admission

Concert.; PEC presents Jody
Stecher and friends, 8 p.m.,
· '' Subway Station. Admission charge.
Film; "Ivan The Terrible" Parts I
and 2, directed by Sergei Eisenstein,
7 p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charge.

The first Halloween costume you can read.
GLASSES & COMTAC IS
MADE WHILE YOU WAiT!!!

national
optical
:211 o Cen_t to f s.E.

Earn $20° 0 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

842-6991

Tuesday, October 31

Jobst Jobst Jobst
CashDailynt

--"'-

Do You Need
Cash?

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Tuesday, Oct. 31
12:30 p.m.; ''Options: Black
Domestic Worker"
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered"
7 p.m.; "The Home of Happy
Feel" (western, folk)

Pre•Hire
Temporary
Services

on-

monologues. n

musical,"

:kJUIUULR.!IUl..JUI..UUUIUtUJUI..LQULILR.!IUt.lUIULI~IUt.ILllJUIULii.JL,;IUl..IUI..Ja charge.
Thursday, November2l

Nosemasks l/Noscmasks 2
both bY Rick Meyerowitz
Workman Publishing ~ Co,,
paginated, $2 .95 each

l'llll
and. down t.hc road because
the witch is chasing them and I
thmight they wO\tldn'l be running
up and down the road if I hadn't
written that scene."
Arquette s<~id she did not write
any of the script <1nd seeing bcr
book turned into a movie has been
a learning experience.$
u ln a movie you can't have
anything that the audience can't see
or hear. ln a book you can have
descriptive passages and internal

Arts Events

Carlsbad, NM (circa 1990)- Authorities have confirmed stories of
giant bat mongoloid creatures crawling out of local . cav;s: . The
creatures, linked by some to the WIPP nuclear waste bunals Imti~ted
some. ten years ago, .apparently stick their heads out of cave opemngs
in bunches and do nothing but, "titter deviously, like some god-awful
alcholic fat woman," says federal Investigative Aide FNRl (For
Nuclear Related Jncedents), WilbertBrixterbuck.
Brixterbuck said that the creatures, nicknamed Plutons by local
residents showed an extremely advanced intelligence, ·but cautioned
against ~aking too many Creepy Creature Feature analogies. ''These
things the Plutons, are nothing more or less than any other creature
on thi~ Earth. Sure they look strange. Don't you think the platipus
looked bizzare to the men who discovered them."
~
When asked if it was true that the Plutons had been seen using
tools, as several Carlsbad residents have testified, Brixterbuck said,
"We don't believe that tool use necessarily indicates great intelligence,
as several different species from champanzees to ants have been
observed using simple tools. so when we see that the Plutons are
successfully learning to, fashion and use metal and plastic implements,
we shouldn'tjump to any alarming conclusions."
Carlsbad NM (UPPIPP) - 1n a related report, Carlsbad Police
Department has issued no comment as yet concerning the disappearances of several prominent Carlsbad citizens. The subjects, the
identities of whom the Police Department are holding under wraps,
were each found missing in the morning and in their place were fo!lnd
several pieces of radioactive bat dung. The police said they suspect
some sort of religious connection.

Book Review

Duncon Dcomo
Debut
ur

Cawelti said.

Sid Shiplacoff

Lobos, Utes on TV

SNOW?

ARTS

Films Toda~
The th.ird lecture in the American
studies department speakers series
will be held this afternoon at 3:30
p. 111. .1 ohn Ca welli, a visiting
professor from the University of
Chicago, will be speaking on
"Irony, Burlesque and Parody ln
Recent American Films." Room
149 of Woodward Hall will be the
site of Cawelti' s lecture.
Cawelti is the author of several
books, including ''Adventure,
Mystery and Romance" and "The
Six-Gun Mystique." He is considered by many scholars as the
foremost authority on the study of
popular art forms as expressions of
American culture as a whole.
In describing what he meant by
recent films, Cawelti said he intended to concentrate on films
made within the last five to ten
years. "Chinatown," the midseventies tribute to the hard-boiled
detective films of the thirties and
forties, will be the focus of the
lecture. "Could you see Bogart
with that bandage on his nose?"
asks Cawelti, using the image as an
example of irony. Other films
Cawelti will speak on indude
Arthur Penn's "Little Big Man,"
with its reversal of the traditional
white and Indian roles, "Blazing
Saddles," the first burlesque
western, and Robert Altman's
version of Raymond Chandler's
"The Long Goodbye," a direct
descendant of the hard-boiled
tradition of detectives.
"In a way, Altman has worked
his way through all the genres-"M.A.S.H." was a parody of the
situation comedy, "The Long
Goodbye" of the detective story,

The Conning Tower II

Road-vvorn spikers vvin

Cawelti On

243·61.57

Laborers,
Domestlcs,
Clerical,
needed •.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have trad•
· sportation and phone

La.-ge selection or Calico's.
10% student dlseonnt

•••
r···········
••
•• 10X discount
••
to
••
•• all students
•• & Teachers with current I. D.
••
••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•• California Art Supply, Inc. •
•
L ••••••••••••••••
•

1200San Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking in rear

,

COMMERCIAL ART SUPP.l!ES t LETRASET/ FOAMATI 1 CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/ORAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

2510 c.ntr.l ".'"'· SE,
.. Albuquerq
.. ue, .NM 87106. /505. -265·3733.
ACAO!lS fROM JOHNSON GYM
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Barryrs Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265·0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID

By DEBBIE LEVY
!'he new ;pring course schedule is
JHl"
<nailablc and registration
materials arc being sent to students
~>ith New Mexico addresses.
Registration begins Nov. 13.
II' students have not received
their registration packet in the mail,
1hey can check with the registration
center, said Associntc Registrar
Rick I e11oza.
"If a· student does not have a
local address, we hold onto the
materials until Nov. 30," Legoza
said. The center does so because it
would be too big a hassle to send
the materials out of state and have
them forwarded back to the student
in Albuquerque, he said.
Also, some addresses are incorrect and other materials are lost
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also have el~tronic parts in stoc~.
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EMPLOYMENT

WOiU.:. OVI!RSr~AS IN !he Peace Con1,, 277·5901
12i01

ADJ)JWSSJ:RS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! Work
a1 home •• no experience ncces~nr}' .• excellent p:ty.
Write Amcri(an Service, 8350 ~ark l.anc, Sllilc 127,
rla1ht'i-, TX 75231
11.•08

Jon OPI"N ro any ~tudt:nl who can qualif~
for wurlo: 'iludy. You only need 10 have some high
~chooltyping bal.!kground. We will train you and add
to your o;k!ll~. You will love Ihe people :and your hours

OKEAT

arc Oe~iblc. We arc heavily imo computers, C01JI
lk11hh Rc~ourcc Kcgimy North C'-ampu~. Surge
Ulllg, Rm. 266, 177-3051 & 277·6322.
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Classified
Advertising

HfJD"v1MA rrr.-·v..·AN rr·f)~--tu:)"li";.e 1\l.'ar
Pw~h-.H·nan

LOST & FOUND

h,1f!cnllt·r•, r\ll cl.:u;llt•nt nppornwuy w ~uppkmcrH
11r In llCHIC illlt: 1 J\ppf~ Ill
Jl('r~nnat(!ll2.41h~l r-.,\\' I 0[.
ll'\1
}!lUI UJIJC)o(~ tnnlllll;'

1 Molding
edge: Var.
5 "--Win
Friends ... "
10 Skin problem
14 Tet<;hed
15 Mountain
nymph
16 Nevada city
i7 Bubble
19 Bucket
20 Old golf
problem
21 Poetic contraction
22 Notice
23 Salute
25 Indian boat
26 Yugoslav money
30 Ocean liner:
Abbr.
31 Adds
34 Do penance
36 Opposers
38 Vegetable
39 Type of performer:
2 words
42 Young 'un
43 Very large
44 Feel
45 Effaced
47 Beak

49
50
51
53
55
56
61
62
64
65
66
67
68
69

Beverage
Neon, e.g.
Instances
College girl
Mild oath
Fra~~les

E. Ind. buffalo
Nobleman
'69 baseball
champs
List
Possessive
word
Station
Sharpened
Chirp

DOWN
1 Cooling
drinks
2 Flatboat
3 Chancy
4 Check
5 Flutters
6 Native mineral
7 Albertan: 2
words
8 Wordless
9 Poems
10 Echo
11 Pac. Northwest tree: 2
words
12 Pass over

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
FISC.DATAISATAN
I N 1 0
I C E R
C R U 0 E
ALERTN~S~
ATlAS

'""'lif

STEEL__l_S
SNAPS-TINT
P E Tjl T E
fl E A U N
N 0 T-IS C A A E D
ENE
GALJ9P
AND

SC.COINES
SERENE
STER
-V l T A l
S A 0 I S T

D E L I V ~~ E D
S E N 0 R
A l I V E
E N U M E A A T E
R E NA
N T E
ANEW
R • 0 s
K
E L SL

E

"'"'IE

13 " smokeP'

18 Apparatus
24 Russian
stockade
25 Potions
26 Adhesive
.
27 Perfume 011
28 Highwaymen: Colloq.
29 Girl's name
31 Man's name
32 Charter
33 More lucid
35 MarginS
37 Carries
40 Norse
goddess
of destiny
41 Junior

Leaguer
46 Cruel person
46 Defeated
51 Monte52 Japanese
measure
53 Bfv

)

I
"

oua~

'

54 Mountam:
Prefix
55 Wound
57 The Mounlies: Abbr.
58 lroquoian
59 Victor
Borge, e.g.
60 Gradation
63 Jeanne
d'Arc, e.g.

Mollcrial~ Supplied "' • • ~tart immcdiiatdy, free
dcwiJ.-,. Hunter, J005 Clay, San Franci~co, C:A 94115

10131
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<iiTfiNG.

3 nlorning'>, 6:15nm

•

I child, 8~·r~ •• pay n~:gouab\c. Call 266·4960.
l\103
PART TIME Nl{ii l'f Uu~boy. (lart lime ca~hicr,
niJ(ht, nnd weekend~ AJ1ply ill pc-r-;(ln IH!twccn 2·
<-_rm f·rntllicr Rc,munmt. 2400 ('c:fl!ral sn.
I I 01
l I·AOIIN<i POSITIONS, AU. ~UbJcct,, Freedom
l 1 m\cr~tty. 2r.ti.7619. 265·063.1.
11 ·OJ
\';\lil·Y VOROE RliSJAURANT i~ llti;C(Hing.
··li"Jllic;mon., for Jri wailrcs'i opening'i 0111d 4 ho~tc.,.,
uJ,Clllllfl' J}<trt rime or run ti111c ~ tm cxrcncn.:c
n~'("i:~'iary .. We· alo;n hnvc (lpcningo; for c~o;pcrlcnccd

'

!j

j

;f

I

I;

'l

1
I,

Join the neighborhood pro·
fessionals Your opportuni·
ties are unlimited in real
estate sales

'I:

cafl 268·8S48
for interview.

L

A·1 Realty

01
HAYAY

rv ".,n
SHAlOM

Recorded Message
Phone

Ne\N Mexico Dai·ly Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me:rieo DoilpJ
Lolm
. times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): 1..Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
+. Housing;
5. For Sal"!;
6. Employment;
7, Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

or mhhandled by the '""t ol'fice,
Lcgoza said. He 'aid if makrials
are returned by the'""' ol'l'icc, the
registration center will mail them
out again.

JsslJin)! receipts ~>hen student' dear
ac~ount~, 1.-:g:ola o,aid, t1..1
a\oid any confusion and possible
ULscmollmcnt. That wav, thcv "ill
have proof that they dearctl' their

Tuition is due Dec. 15; notice'
will be sent out hv Nov. 29 as a
reminder. If a stu;lent has a debt
with the University, such as outstanding library t'incs, he must clear
the debt with the cashier's office
before he can register for the spring
semester, Legoza said.

w.;count,

Students who receive financial
aid are not exempt from this
procedure. If they have a zero
balance prior to registration, their
records are clear and they can
register.
The cashier's office will be

Anti-nukes
respond
lly S. MONTOYA
A spokesman for the local
C iti1cns
Against
Radioactive
Dumping said Tuesday recent
charges made against hi' group are
untrue.
CARD spokesman .Jeremiah
.Johnson said charges made last
Friday against the antl-WIPP
group by Da'e Williams, a member
or AREA, Americans for Rational
Energy Alternatives, are "totally
unsubstantiated.
"Religious fanatics and racists
with anti-nuclear views poorly
describC5 the quality of CARD
members," said Johnson.
The allegations made by both
groups against each other revolve
nrimt'rilv ,qronnd an advertisement
;_,hich appeared in the Oct. 8 issue
of the Albuqueruqe Journal. The
ad was placed in the paper by
CARD, citing the potential dangers
of nuclear material transportation,
rndiation dangers to human and
animal life, and the high risks of
using the geological foundation at
the proposed Wlf'P site east of
Carlsbad.
"I don't think there were any
mtt-and-out falsehoods in our
advertising," said Johnson.
Studies involving the disposal of
nuclear waste are not complete and
the amount of uncertainty in the
data is more than five per cent, he
said.
"Some people think this is going

to be a repository. In as early as five
years the materials being deposited
could be unretrievable and the
Department of Energy is doing
nmhing about it. In my opinion this
is a dump." said Johnson.
continut~d

their

the ~prinp: -'t:lllL'"ter. [ e,.wtn 'aid. A
student is still da>siricd as ;1 lrt•sh
man if he w~i~ a freshman during
the fall semester.
"At I,."Hle time. rre!-.hll1l'll ~\nU

'ophomorct.. weJe required

ll)

lli.l\c

1 cg.oa1 ~aid rc.~idem:y changt."'-~ adv b~mcnt he fore r cght ration,"
must be made in the flll'm or [ eg.o/.3. ~uid. 11 The present ~Y'-lemi~.,
pelillons. II' a student lu1s been a a Ctllnpromisc."
New Mexico resident for 12 months
l.cgora said engineering un.
and wants to establish rcsidcncv for
dcrgraduatc'
and l'irst semester
tuition purposes, now h a good
transfer
students
must also seek
<.ime to begin petitioning.
advisement before registering.
"Students expect thio to be done
automatically," he said, "but we
"II would be wise to sec an
have no way of knowing if someone adviser now, while the centers ~rc
has been here 12 consecutive not too crowded," he said. "Some
advisement centers have waiting
months."
All freshmen are required to seek lists by mid-November,"
advisement before they register for
The College of Arts and Sciences

hit' tht..· onh ~llhl..,l.'ll\1.'111 \\'Iltl'l
\-\hid\ •I \{Udl'll{ dllL'<., llt\{ JIL't•d

111
<lll

1 L')!n/a "aid
"!he\ take• walk 1ns." IJc '""1.
legnnl 'aid 11 t•,hmc.'n \tt.ll tH.'l'd
appt o\·al t'rom l'niv<.'l'">lt \ ( nllt·t!~'
lor uppe1 ~dJ\.-io..ion ~..·la, . . c~ ht•l tlll'

.IJ'{1lHTH!Ut'nt,

thl:~ l'l,.'f!j"'{t.'I.

Non·dc~r.cc \llH.ienL..., \\ ho do not
hnvL~ a dcgn.~c an:..• limited Lo '-ot'Vt.'1l

hour\ a \Clllco...tc-r, I cgo/il -,aid,
unlcs.s thev get appmval for a lull
lontl before rc~istcring.

The registration center cxpccls
15,000 to 16,000~tudcnts torc~istcr
during lhc walk-thrnu~h period
beginning
Nov.
13.
Lcgn;a
c.stimates the average waiting time
to be five minutes per student.
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Olympic

tours set
The Russian Travel Bureau
(RTB) has announced the creation
of specially-priced pre-Olympic
student tours to Russiq next
~ummer.

RTB was appointed by the U.S.
Olympic Committee to handle all
American travel and ticket requests
for the Russian games.
In cooperation with the Soviet
Athletic Committee, a special pregames program has been organized
that asks American coaches to
bring IS or more of their student·
athletes, from teens to early
twenties, on a \0-day adventure
through Moscow, Leningrad and
Kiev during the summer of 1979.
The total all-inclusive cost to
sill dents is less than $800 for the 10day tour, departing from New
York.

--Halloween
.. Iii\.

scene

ASHER PHOTO

This was a familiar scene last night, when children went
trick or treating for Halloween. These children, from the
UNM Child Care Co-op, visited the campus in full costume.

UNM has friends down south
By BEV HARRON
UNM has three students participating in Amigos de Las Americas, an
organization which sends volunteers to South America to give vaccinations.
The nation-wide organization trains high-school and college·agc
volunteers fot eight months. They are sent to rural areas in undeveloped
countries to vaccinate people against such diseases as dlptheria, tetanus,
whooping cough, polio and measles. They also train dental assistants to
teach basic dental care.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylt

}r~ining began Oct,

1!

and will continue Until the end of May. During

tr~mmg, the volunteer Wlll spend three hours a week in meetings where he
Wlll learn extensive first aid, culture .immersion social and technical
Spahish and survival skills for tropical and mountain climates. There is a
heavy emphasis on adaptability and flexibility. The volunteer must be able
t? ha~dle hins_elf in a different cUlture and be able to handle emergency
sttuatJOns on h1s own,

Vicki Loemker, who has worked in South America with the Amigos,
said ihe experience taught her to think and react to situatimts that she
would not have normally encountered.
lt1 May, the volunteers will be assigned to countries. They will travel
there with American partners. For OI1C month, the volut1teers !ravel to
rural ai1d out-of·lne way villages, giving vaccinations and teaching health
care. Loemker said the volunteer is on his own, nol under stricl super·
vision. However, there is a supervisor the volurttccr can contact il' a
situation ariseshe can not handle.

Hours: 8:30 A.M; to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Marron

Enclosed $•--~- Placed by ~----- Telephon'"--~--~

I'

Bob Bennet, from Amigos de Las Americas, innocu/ates a South American infant. The
organization trains volunteers and sends them to undeveloped countries to give vaccinations.

Atnigos was founded in I 965 as a church youth group project. Thi' y~ur
Ihere arc 285 voiUiitccrs in trairiing. All funds for Amigos arc nthc·d by the
voluntcCr5 thertJscive> a11d [lJey usually spend $500-600 to heir 1\ith the
costs.

